We propose a novel technique for constructing a graph representation of a code through which we establish a significant connection between the service rate problem and the well-known fractional matching problem. Using this connection, we show that the service capacity of a coded storage system equals the fractional matching number in the graph representation of the code, and thus is lower bounded and upper bounded by the matching number and the vertex cover number, respectively. This is of great interest because if the graph representation of a code is bipartite, then the derived upper and lower bounds are equal, and we obtain the capacity. Leveraging this result, we characterize the service capacity of the binary simplex code whose graph representation, as we show, is bipartite. Moreover, we show that the service rate problem can be viewed as a generalization of the multiset primitive batch codes problem.
I. INTRODUCTION
Providing reliability against failures, ensuring availability of stored content during high demand, providing fast content download and serving a large number of users simultaneously have always been major concerns in cloud storage systems. The service capacity has been very recently recognized as an important performance metric. It has a wide relevance, and can be interpreted as a measure of the maximum number of users that can be simultaneously served by a coded storage system [1] - [7] . Thus, maximizing the service capacity is of great significance for the emerging applications such as distributed learning and fog computing. Moreover, maximizing the service capacity reduces the users' experienced latency, particularly in a high traffic regime, which is important for the delay-sensitive applications such as live streaming, where many users wish to get the same content at the same time. stored across n servers using a linear [n, k] q code such that the requests to download file f i arrive at rate λ i , and the server l operates at rate µ l . A goal of the service rate problem is to determine the service rate region of this coded storage system which is the set of all request arrival rates λ = (λ 1 , . . . , λ k ) that can be served by this system given the finite service rate of the servers. The service rate problem is generally formulated as a sequence of linear programs, that has been studied only in some limited cases [2] - [4] . In this paper, we show that the service rate problem is equivalent to the fractional matching problem which were extensively studied in the context of graph theory. This equivalence result allows one to leverage the techniques in the rich literature of the graph theory for solving the service rate problem.
A. Previous and Related Work
Existing studies on data access pursue various directions. Many are focused on providing efficient maintenance of storage under possible failures of a subset of nodes accessed (see e.g., [7] - [11] ). These studies typically assume infinite service rate (instantaneous service) for each storage node. Hence, they do not address the problem of serving a large number of users simultaneously.
Another important line of work is concerned with caching (see e.g., [12] - [14] ), in which generally the limited capacity of the backhaul link is considered as the main bottleneck of the system, and the goal is usually to minimize the backhaul traffic by prefetching the popular contents at the storage nodes of limited size. Thus, these works do not address the scenarios where many users want to get the same content concurrently given the limited capacity of the access part of the network.
The other related body of work is concerned with minimizing the download latency (see e.g., [15] - [26] ). These papers assume that the storage nodes can serve the customers at some finite rate, and aim to compute the download latency for intractable queueing systems that appear in coded storage.
We note now and explain in detail later that because of the constraints on the service rate of servers, by maximizing the service capacity the load balancing is provided in the distributed storage system (see [6] ).
In that sense, the most relevant work to this paper includes batch codes, switch codes and PIR codes (see e.g., [27] - [31] ). However, the problems considered in these papers, as we will show later, can be often seen as special cases of the service rate problem.
A connection between distributed storage allocation problems (see [7] , [32] and references therein) and matching problems in hyper-graphs have been observed in computer science literature [33] (see also [34] ).
In particular, it was noted that the uniform model of distributed storage allocation considered in [7] leads to a question which is asymptotically equivalent to the fractional version of a long standing conjecture by Erdős [35] on the maximum number of edges in a uniform hypergraph.
B. Main Contributions
We first construct a special graph representation of a linear code in Sec. III-A. We then show the following results in Sec. III-D: 1) equivalence between the service rate problem and the well-known fractional matching problem and 2) equivalence between the integral service rate problem and the matching problem. These equivalence results allow us to show that the service capacity of a code is equal to the fractional matching number in the graph representation of a code, and thus is lower bounded and upper bounded by the matching number and the vertex cover number, respectively. This is beneficial because if the graph representation of a code is a bipartite graph, then the upper bound and lower bound are equal, which allows us to establish the service capacity of the storage system. Leveraging this result, we determine the service capacity of the binary simplex codes whose graph representation, as we will show, is bipartite. Furthermore, we show that the service rate problem can be viewed as a generalization of batch codes problem in Sec. IV. In particular, we show that the multiset primitive batch codes problem is a special case of the service rate problem when the solution (the portion of requests assigned to the recovery sets) is restricted to be integral. All the proofs can be found in the Appendix.
II. CODED SYSTEM AND ITS SERVICE RATE REGION
Throughout this work, we use bold-face lower-case letters for vectors and bold-face capital letters for matrices. Let N denote the set of positive integers. F q denotes the finite field with q elements. For i ∈ N,
For n ∈ N, 1 n denotes the all-one vector of length n. Consider a storage system where k files f 1 , . . . , f k are stored across n servers labeled 1, . . . , n, using an [n, k] q code with generator matrix G ∈ F k×n q . A set of stored symbols that can be used to recover file f i is referred to as a recovery set for file f i . Let g j be the jth column of G. The set R ⊆ [n] is a recovery set for file f i if there exists non-zero α j 's ∈ F q such that j∈R α j g j = e i , where e i denotes the ith unit vector. In other words, a set R is a recovery set for file f i if the unit vector e i can be recovered by a linear combination of the columns of G indexed by the set R.
Let t i ∈ N denote the number of recovery sets for file f i , and R i = {R i,1 , . . . , R i,ti } denote the set of recovery sets for file f i . We assume w.l.o.g. that the time to download a file from server l ∈ [n] is exponential with rate µ l ∈ R ≥0 , i.e., µ l is the average rate at which server l resolves the received file requests. We denote the service rates of servers 1, . . . , n by the vector µ = (µ 1 , . . . , µ n ). We further assume that the arrival of requests for file f i is Poisson with rate λ i , i ∈ [k]. We denote the request rates for files 1, . . . , k by the vector λ = (λ 1 , . . . , λ k ). We consider the class of scheduling strategies that assign a fraction of requests for a file to each of its recovery sets. Let λ i,j be the portion of requests for file f i that are assigned to the recovery set R i,j , j ∈ [t i ].
The service rate problem seeks to determine the set of arrival rates λ = (λ 1 , . . . , λ k ) that can be served by a coded storage system with generator matrix G and service rate µ, referred to as service rate region
Definition 1. An (G, µ) system is a coded storage system in which k files are stored across n servers using a linear [n, k] q code with generator matrix G ∈ F k×n q such that file f i for i ∈ [k] has t i ∈ N recovery sets denoted by R i = {R i,1 , . . . , R i,ti }, and the service rate of servers in the system is µ = (µ 1 , . . . , µ n ).
Definition 2. The service rate region of an (G, µ) system, denoted by S(G, µ), is the set of vectors λ = (λ 1 , . . . , λ k ) for which there exist λ i,j satisfying the following constraints:
Note that constraints (1a) ensure that the demands for all files are served, and constraints (1b) guarantee that no node is sent requests in excess of its service rate. The service capacity of an (G, µ) system, λ ⋆ (G, µ), is defined as the maximum sum of arrival rates that can be served simultaneously by the storage system. We define a maximum demand vector, denoted by λ ⋆ = (λ ⋆ 1 , . . . , λ ⋆ k ), as a vector in the service rate region for which k i=1 λ ⋆ i = λ ⋆ (G, µ). An instance of the maximum demand vector is obtained by solving the following linear programming (LP):
Definition 3. The integral service rate region of an (G, µ) system, denoted by S I (G, µ), is the set of all vectors λ = (λ 1 , . . . , λ k ) for which there exist λ i,j ∈ Z ≥0 satisfying the sets of constraints (1a), (1b).
Note that each demand vector λ = (λ 1 , . . . , λ k ) in the integral service rate region has integral coordinates, i.e., S I (G, µ) ⊆ Z k ≥0 . However, because of the fractional relaxation of λ i,j , it is not guaranteed that the vectors with integral coordinates in the service rate region S(G, µ) are also in the integral service rate region S I (G, µ).
Remark 1.
In the integral setting of the service rate problem where λ i,j are non-negative integers, if each server can serve up to one request at a time, i.e., µ l = 1 for all servers l ∈ [n], then one can easily conclude that λ i,j are binary and the recovery sets used for each file f i , i ∈ [k] are disjoint.
III. EQUIVALENCE TO FRACTIONAL MATCHING
We first introduce a graph representation of a code which is useful for characterizing the service capacity of a coded storage system through relating this problem with the well-known problem of finding the maximum fractional matching in a graph. In particular, we show that the service capacity of a code equals the fractional matching number in our graph representation of the code. Another way of determining the service capacity of a coded storage system is providing tight bounds on the maximum sum of the arrival rates that can be served by the storage system. We show that the matching number and the vertex cover number in the graph representation of a code, respectively are a lower bound and an upper bound on the service capacity of a code. Thus, if the graph representation of a code is a bipartite graph, according to the Duality Theorem [36] , the matching number and vertex cover number are identical, and we are able to determine the capacity. As an application of this result, we determine the service capacity of the binary simplex codes whose graph representation, as we will show, is a bipartite graph. We next describe how to construct the graph representation of a code, and then we present the interesting connections.
A. Graph Representation of Codes
We focus on the settings with recovery sets of size 1 and 2 where the recovery sets for each file is either a systematic symbol or a group of two symbols. Extensions to the general case are mostly straightforward and involve hypergraphs in which each edge can be incident to an arbitrary number of vertices. The graph representation of a code with generator matrix G is denoted by G(V, E) where the vertices in V correspond to the n encoded symbols (the servers of the storage system), and the edges in E correspond to the recovery sets of files. In G(V, E), each self-loop represents a recovery set of size 1 for the vertex (file) that it is connected to, and each edge between two vertices represents a recovery set of size 2 for the file that can be recovered from these two vertices. Each edge is assigned a color such that the edges that correspond to the recovery sets of the same file are assigned the same color. In that sense, we have an edge-colored graph. It should be noted that a graph with self-loops can be simply converted to a graph without any self-loops by adding sufficient number of dummy vertices (servers).
We assume that the label of all dummy servers is zero and thus we denote a systematic recovery set for file f i by {0, r} where r is the label of the systematic server storing file f i . Section III-C provides an example that shows the graph representation of [7, 3] 2 simplex code. [36] Definition 4. A matching in a graph is a set of all pairwise non-adjacent edges.
B. Matching and Vertex Cover Problems
Alternatively, a matching in a graph G(V, E) is an assignment of the valuesx e ∈ {0, 1} to the edges e ∈ E in such a way that for each vertex v ∈ V , the sum of the values on the incident edges is at most 1.
All the edges e ∈ E with valuex e = 1 are in the matching. Thus, a matching vector in a graph G(V, E) can be defined as a vectorx = (x e : e ∈ E) satisfying the following conditions:
A maximum matching in a graph is a matching that contains the largest number of edges.
The maximum matching vector is denoted byx ⋆ .
The size of a maximum matching in a graph G(V, E) is called matching number, denoted by m(G).
There may be several instances of maximum matchings in a graph. The problem of finding an instance of maximum matching can be formulated as the following integer LP: A fractional matching vector in a graph G(V, E) can be defined as a vector x = (x e : e ∈ E) satisfying the following constraints: 
A minimum vertex cover in a graph is a vertex cover with minimum number of vertices.
The cardinality of a minimum vertex cover in a graph G(V, E) is called vertex cover number, denoted
by v(G). There may be several instances of a minimum vertex cover in a graph. Finding an instance of minimum vertex cover in a graph can be formulated as the following integer LP: In what follows, we assume that each server in the distributed storage system can serve up to one request at each moment, i.e., µ = (µ 1 , . . . , µ n ) = (1, . . . , 1). Thus, S(G, µ) and λ ⋆ (G, µ) only depend on the generator matrix G and are respectively denoted by S(G) and λ ⋆ (G). Next, we present an example to show how the service rate of a code is connected to the matching and the vertex cover problems.
C. Example of Equivalence
Here, we present an example to give more intuition about the subsequent results and to provide a sketch of the proofs. Consider a distributed storage system in which files f 1 , f 2 , and f 3 are stored across , where the number above each column shows the label of the corresponding column (server). Fig. 1 depicts this distributed storage system. Fig. 1 : A distributed storage system consists of 7 servers storing files f1, f2, and f3 using a binary [7, 3] 2 simplex code.
The recovery sets for each file are given by
The graph representation of [7, 3] 2 simplex code is drawn in Fig. 2 , which is a bipartite graph. The vertices ∅ f1 , ∅ f2 and ∅ f3 are the dummy vertices added to the graph for the purpose of removing the self-loops of systematic vertices f 1 , f 2 , and f 3 , respectively. The edges with color magenta, green, and blue represent recovery sets for files f 1 , f 2 , and f 3 , respectively. Moreover, the label λ i,j above an edge indicates the portion of requests for file f i that is assigned to the recovery set R i,j . The service rate region S(G) of this system is the set of vectors λ = (λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 ) for which there exist λ i,j 's, i ∈ [3] and j ∈ [4] , satisfying the set of constraints (1) as follows: Based on (6), a maximum fractional matching vector x ⋆ is obtained by solving the following LP: (10) and (11) hold.
We want to show that the vector λ = (λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 ) obtained from x ⋆ using (9) is in fact a maximum demand vector λ ⋆ in the service rate region of [7, 3] 2 simplex code. From (9), 3 i=1 4 j=1 λ i,j = λ 1 + λ 2 + λ 3 . Thus, it can be easily verified that x ⋆ provides a solution for the following LP:
Moreover, according to (2) , an instance of maximum demand vector is obtained by solving the LP in (13) .
Thus, the vector λ = (λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 ) obtained from x ⋆ using (9) is a maximum demand vector λ ⋆ . On the other hand, for an instance of λ ⋆ in the service rate region of [7, 3] 2 simplex code obtained from (13), there exists a fractional matching vector x which according to the same reasoning, provides a solution for (12) .
Thus, the vector x is a maximum fractional matching vector x ⋆ in the graph representation of [7, 3] 2 simplex code in Fig. 2 . Since a maximum demand vector
is obtained from a maximum fractional matching vector x ⋆ by (9), it follows that λ ⋆
We show that the service capacity of [7, 3] 2 simplex code is 4. The proof consists of two parts. First, we need to prove the converse by showing that the service capacity cannot be bigger than 4. It is easy to see that the set of vertices {f 1 , f 2 , f 3 , f 1 + f 2 + f 3 } is a minimum vertex cover for the graph in Fig. 2 .
Thus, the vertex cover number of this graph is v(G) = 4 which indicates that λ ⋆ (G) ≤ 4. Next, we show the achievability proof by showing that there exists a demand vector λ = (λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 ) in the service rate region such that λ 1 + λ 2 + λ 3 = 4. For this purpose, one can consider the set of edges labeled by λ 1,1 , λ 1,2 , λ 1,3 , and λ 1,4 as a matching in the graph. Corresponding to this matching, a demand vector λ = (4, 0, 0) is obtained by applying (9).
D. Equivalence Results
We first show an equivalence between the service rate problem and the fractional matching problem.
This equivalence result allow us to derive bounds on the service capacity of a coded storage system and then to recover the service capacity of the binary simplex code whose graph representation is bipartite. 
IV. GENERALIZATION OF BATCH CODES
In this section, we show how the service rate problem can be viewed as a generalization of the problem of batch codes. That further illustrates connections with PIR codes, switch codes and locally repairable codes which all can be seen as special cases of batch codes (see [28] ).
A. Definitions of Batch Codes and PIR Codes
Definition 10. [27] An (n, k, t, m, τ ) batch code C over a finite alphabet encodes any string x = (x 1 , . . . , x k ) into m strings (buckets) y 1 , . . . , y m of total length n by an encoding mapping C : k → n , such that for each t-tuple (batch) of indices i 1 , . . . , i t ∈ [k], the entries x i1 , . . . , x it can be decoded by reading at most τ symbols from each bucket.
Definition 11. [28] An (n, k, t) primitive batch code is an (n, k, t, m, τ ) batch code, where each bucket contains exactly one symbol, i.e., n = m. Note that in this setting τ = 1, i.e., at most one symbol can be recovered from each bucket.
Definition 12. An (n, k, t) multiset primitive batch code is an (n, k, t) primitive batch code where the information symbols x i1 , . . . , x it are requested by t distinct users such that the indices i 1 , . . . , i t are not necessarily distinct and in general they form a multiset. Moreover, the requested symbols can be reconstructed from the data read by t different users independently (i.e., x ij can be recovered by the user j) so that the sets of the symbols read by these users are disjoint.
It should be noted that for the sake of simplicity, we refer to a linear (n, k, t) multiset primitive batch code over F q as an [n, k, t] q batch code. Theorem 4 shows that the integral setting of the service rate problem where the solution (the portion of requests that are assigned to the recovery sets) is restricted to be integral, is the same as the setting of the multiset primitive batch code problem. Thus, the general setting of the service rate problem where a fractional solution is allowed, can be viewed as a generalization of the setting of the multiset primitive batch code problem. (t, 0, . . . , 0) , . . . , t.e k = (0, . . . , 0, t)|t ∈ N} are in the S I (G), the code G is a t-server PIR code.
Next, we present an example regarding the application of Theorems 4 that shows a binary [7, 3] 2 simplex code is a [7, 3, 4] 2 batch code.
Example 1. Consider a binary [7, 3] 2 simplex code. In this example, utilizing the graph representation and the integral service rate region of the code, we want to show that this code is a [7, 3, 4] 2 batch code. To this end, we need to show that each demand vector λ = (λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 ) with 3 i=1 λ i = 4, is in the integral service rate region of the [7, 3] 2 simplex code, i.e., for each of these vectors, there exists a matching in the graph representation of [7, 3] 2 binary simplex code. W.l.o.g we assume that λ 1 ≥ λ 2 ≥ λ 3 .
The 4 recovery sets of each file, say f 1 , are known. As can be seen in Fig. 4 , the four magenta edges corresponding to the recovery sets of file f 1 , constructs a maximum matching. Using the Algorithm 1, we show that how one can start with a maximum matching corresponding to the vector λ a = (4, 0, 0) and by following at most two steps find the maximum matching corresponding to any vector λ b = (λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 )
with λ 1 + λ 2 + λ 3 = 4. For this purpose, in a nutshell, we start with the recovery sets of file f 1 and replace some of them with the recovery sets for files f 2 and f 3 as needed. Next, we define three steps, based on which we present the Algorithm 1 that can be generalized for any number of files k.
Step 1: Consider the systematic recovery set for file f i , and add the corresponding edge to the matching set. Accordingly, remove the recovery set for file f 1 , incident to the node f i , from the matching set.
Step 2: Find (λ i − 1)/2 number of loops, each of size 4, consisting of 2 recovery sets for file f i and 2 recovery sets for file f 1 , in the graph representation of the code. Then, by considering each of the loops, replace the 2 recovery sets for file f 1 with the 2 recovery sets for file f i in the matching.
Step 3: This step would be the same as step 2, except that (λ i − 1)/2 is replaced with (λ i )/2. For instance, for finding the corresponding matching for the demand vector λ = (2, 2, 0), we need to show that there are two recovery sets of file f 1 that can be used to form two recovery sets for file f 2 . The 4 magenta edges (recovery sets of file f 1 ) form a maximum matching of size 4. In the graph representation, it is easy to find a loop of size 4 consisting of two magenta edges, λ a,3 and λ a,4 , and two green edges (recovery sets of file f 2 ), λ b,3 and λ b, 4 . Therefore, simply we can replace these two magenta edges with the green edges and construct another maximum matching of size 4 which is a matching corresponding to the demand λ = (2, 2, 0). Now, consider the demand vector λ = (2, 1, 1). Since λ 2 and λ 3 are odd, we need to find the recovery sets of file f 1 that can be used for building systematic recovery sets for files f 2 and f 3 . It can be seen that the magenta edges connected to the nodes 2 and 4 of the graph representation, i.e., λ a,2 and λ a,3 , can be removed from the original maximum matching and be substituted by the green edge λ b,1 , and the blue edge λ c,1 , which represent systematic recovery sets for f 1 and f 2 , respectively. 
Proof of Theorem 3: Based on the definition of the bipartite graph, a graph G(V, E) is a bipartite graph if the vertices V of the graph, can be divided into two disjoint and independent sets, say V 1 and V 2 such that every edge of the graph e ∈ E connects a vertex in V 1 to one in V 2 . Thus, in order to show that the graph representation of the k-dimensional binary simplex code with generator matrix G is a bipartite graph, we need to determine the two disjoint sets of vertices, i.e., V 1 and V 2 , in the graph representation G(V, E) of the [2 k − 1, k] 2 simplex code. Then, we have to prove that every edge e ∈ E of the graph representation connects a vertex in V 1 to one in V 2 or equivalently we have to prove that there is no edge between the vertices in V 1 as well as in V 2 .
The set of vertices V of the graph representation G(V, E) of the [2 k − 1, k] 2 simplex code correspond to the files stored on the storage nodes or the columns of the generator matrix G. The columns of the generator matrix G of the [2 k − 1, k] 2 simplex code are the set of all non-zero vectors of F k 2 . Note that up to column permutations the generator matrix G of the [2 k − 1, k] 2 simplex code is unique. Now, we can partition the columns of G into two sets V 1 and V 2 such that V 1 is the set of all non-zero column vectors in F k 2 with odd number of ones and V 2 is the set of all non-zero column vectors in F k 2 with even number of ones. Thus, V 1 and V 2 are two disjoint sets of columns that partition the columns of G. Moreover, the self-loops corresponding to the systematic recovery sets are removed from the graph representation by adding dummy nodes. Consider each dummy node (column) as a zero vector in F k 2 , denoted by 0. Thus, V 1 and V ′ 2 = {V 2 ∪ 0} determine two disjoint sets of vertices partitioning V in the G(V, E). We want to prove that there is no edge between the vertices corresponding to the set of columns V 1 and there is no edge between the vertices corresponding to the set V ′ 2 . The proof is based on the contradiction approach. Let x, x ′ ∈ V 1 . Assume that there is an edge between the vertices corresponding to the x, x ′ ∈ V 1 . This means that {x, x ′ } forms a recovery set for a file f i , i ∈ [k], i.e., x + x ′ = e i .
Since both x and x ′ have an odd number of ones, their sum must have an even number of ones which is a contradiction. Thus, there is no edge between the vertices in V 1 . The proof for V ′ 2 is similar. Let x, x ′ ∈ V ′ 2 .
Since both x and x ′ have an even number of ones, their sum must have an even number of ones which shows that {x, x ′ } cannot be a recovery set for any file f i , i ∈ [k]. Thus, there is no edge between any x, x ′ ∈ V ′ 2 .
Proof of Corollary 2: The proof consists of two parts. First, we need to prove the converse by showing that the service capacity cannot be bigger than 2 k−1 . It can be easily seen that the set of all 2 k−1 vertices corresponding to the columns of G with odd number of ones forms a minimum vertex cover in the graph representation of the [2 k − 1, k, 2 k−1 ] 2 simplex code. The reason is that since the graph representation of the this code, based on Theorem 3, is a bipartite graph, all the edges are covered by either one of the two partitions, i.e., V 1 and V ′ 2 introduced in the proof of Theorem 3. Thus, the vertex cover number of this graph is v(G) = 2 k−1 which indicates that λ ⋆ (G) ≤ 2 k−1 .
